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435

SENTRY-HUT
(On the road to Salamanca)
Mustard dirt and stillness.
From all directions
Mustard on the eye, and stillness
That presses. Dios, it presses me
Like the belly of a great lizard
\Vithout a gasp. without a heart pound.
Stillness in the head
Like burrs. Stillness in the mouth
Like meal. (Six flies
Dead on the playing cards and the
Wine breast rancid on its nail) madre!
A castanet would shatter the place.
II

Beneath changing clouds. fleet
Stains of light race over
The darkening land. The rockweed
Shivers; little skirts of dust raise. And
loudl A white lash splits the sky, loud
As a great cracking pomegranate of God.
And lips and hands lift to rain.
GLADYS

SEIDELHUBER

HER \V 0 R D S \V ERE A W HIS PER
Her words were a whisper, at last, no bristle
And bruise; a monotone of aye
Flooded the cove, joining seer and seen.
I fished for turtles under the green
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Sea rocks, snaring one shadowed by beech leaves
And her hair. I let it scuttle away,
For I was a fathered child in the sun
And singing like Walt's grass. It was a day
In which birds on flames of feather stirred
The air, and the bay hummed with whiteness,
And smiles appled the hemlocks, left
Bya moody gardener while he lived.

THE HOLY EYE IS BLIND
\Vhen father climbed the tabooed tree and shook

Down apples with his hairy, reminiscent fist,
The man in the dark collected thunder and spoke,
Tumbling him among clocks, knives, and fanged fears.
A girl with an apple smiled away the years.
\Varm rain and fever stirred the world's root down
The petalling centuries, and the wild eye sh"one
\Vith lust even as flesh like rotted fabric fell
From the bones. But sons were always cozened; they marked
The thunder. the wind, and the dread eye in the dark.
Today the rioter wakes only drums of self
As he robs and rapes, for fear is the forest
Speaking or dead law. At last our kind
Is free to choose in its lonely, unroofed west.
And sons can contrive, for the holy eye is blind.
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